Abstract. We study ancient solutions of polynomial growth to heat equations on graphs, and extend Colding and Minicozzi's theorem [CM19] on manifolds to graphs: For a graph of polynomial volume growth, the dimension of the space of ancient solutions of polynomial growth is bounded by the product of the growth degree and the dimension of harmonic functions with the same growth.
Introducton
For a (complete) Riemannian manifold M and k > 0, we denote by H k (M ) the space of harmonic functions u satisfying that there are some p ∈ M and a constant C f depending on f such that sup
where B R (p) is the ball of radius R centered at p. This is the space of harmonic functions of polynomial growth on M with the growth degree at most k. Let N be a Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. In 1975, Yau [Yau75] proved the Liouville theorem that any positive harmonic function on N is constant. Yau conjectured that for any k > 0 the space H k (N ) is finite-dimensional, see e.g. [Yau87, Yau93] . This conjecture was settled in [CM97a] , see also [CM97b, CM98b, CM98a, Li97, CCM95, LT89] for related results.
A natural generalization is to consider ancient solutions, defined on the time interval (−∞, 0], of polynomial growth to heat equations. For a Riemannian manifold M and k > 0, we denote by P k (M ) the space of ancient solutions u(x, t) satisfying that there are some p ∈ M and a constant C u such that
Calle [Cal06, Cal07] initiated the study of dimensional bounds for P k (M ). For an ndimensional Riemannian manifold N with nonnegative Ricci curvature, Lin and Zhang [LZ17] proved that dim P k (N ) ≤ Ck n+1 , k ≥ 1.
Harmonic functions of polynomial growth on graphs have been extensively studied by many authors, e.g. [Del98, Kle10, ST10, Tao, HJLJ13, HLLY14, BDCKY15, HJL15, HJ15b, HJ15a, MPTY17] . In this paper, we study ancient solutions of polynomial growth to heat equations on graphs. We will generalize Colding and Minicozzi's theorem, Theorem 1.1, to discrete spaces, as proposed in [CM19] .
1
We recall the setting of weighted graphs. Let (V, E) be a locally finite, simple, undirected graph. Two vertices x, y are called neighbours, denoted by x ∼ y, if there is an edge connecting x and y, i.e. {x, y} ∈ E. We denote by d the usual combinatorial graph distance, that is, d(x, y) := inf{n|x = z 0 ∼ ... ∼ z n = y}, and by
be the edge weight function. For any vertex x, the weighted vertex degree is defined as
Hence (V, µ) can be regarded as a discrete measure space. For any Ω ⊂ V, we denote by µ(Ω) := x∈Ω µ x the µ-measure of Ω. We call the triple G = (V, E, w) a weighted graph.
For a weighted graph G and any function f : V → R, the Laplace operator ∆ is defined as ∆f (x) := y∈V :y∼x
We denote by H k (G) the space of harmonic functions of polynomial growth on G with the growth degree at most k, i.e. f ∈ H k (G) if ∆f = 0 and there are some x 0 ∈ V and a constant C f such that sup
We denote by P k (G) the space of ancient solutions of polynomial growth to heat equation with the growth degree at most k, i.e. u ∈ P k (G) if ∂ t u = ∆u on V × R − and for some x 0 ∈ V and a constant C u , such that
The following is the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1.2. For a weighted graph G, if for some x 0 ∈ V, α > 0 and C > 0, such that
Remark 1.1.
(1) This extends Theorem 1.1 to the discrete setting.
(2) By this theorem, one can derive dimensional bounds of ancient solutions of polynomial growth via those of harmonic functions of polynomial growth. By applying this result, we get dimensional bounds of ancient solutions of polynomial growth on many graphs, such as graphs satisfying the volume doubling property and the Poincaré inequality, e.g. Cayley graphs of nilpotent groups, graphs satisfying the curvature dimension condition CDE ′ (0, n) for some finite n [HLLY14] , and planar graphs with nonnegative combinatorial curvature [HJL15] . (3) By the calculation of caloric polynomials on the integer lattices Z n , the estimate in Theorem 1.2 is sharp in the order of k, k → ∞, see the Appendix.
For the proof of the theorem, we closely follow the arguments in Lin and Zhang [LZ17] , and Colding and Minicozzi [CM19] : We first prove the Caccioppoli type inequality to the heat equation on graphs, and use it to conclude that higher order time derivatives of an ancient solution u of polynomial growth vanish. This yields a decomposition of u, i.e. u is a polynomial in time. Then a tricky dimensional counting argument implies the result. Our contribution is the proof of a discrete analog of the Caccioppoli type inequality to the heat equation, see Theorem 2.2. For the desired estimate, some additional terms appear in the discrete setting, such as
see (6). Its continuous counterpart is |∇u| 2 for t = 0. Using the discrete feature, which is related to the boundedness of the Laplacian on graphs, we estimate it by the quantity x∈V µ x |u(x, 0)| 2 . This quantity was unnecessary, and hence dropped in the continuous setting, see (4) and [CM19, (1.4) and (1.5)].
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we prove the Caccioppoli type inequality for the heat equation on graphs. In Section 3, we give the proof of Theorem 1.2. In the Appendix, we calculate the dimension of caloric polynomials on Z n . In this paper, for simplicity the constant C may change from line to line.
Caccioppoli type inequality for heat equations
Let G = (V, E, w) be a weighted graph. For convenience, we extend the edge weight function w to V × V by setting w xy = 0 for any x ∼ y. In this way, for a function f on V we may write y∈V w xy f (y) = y∈V :y∼x w xy f (y).
For any Ω ⊂ V, we write
whenever they make sense. The difference operator ∇ is defined as
The following proposition is elementary.
Proposition 2.1.
The "carré du champ" operator Γ is defined as
So that Γ(f ) is a function on V. This is a discrete analog of the norm squared of the gradient of a C 1 function f on a manifold, i.e. |∇f | 2 . The following Green's formula is well-known, see e.g. [Gri18, Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 2.1. For any f, g : V → R, if g is of finite support, then
From now on, we fix x 0 ∈ V as a base vertex. We write B R := B R (x 0 ), R > 0, for simplicity. We denote by
For any t 0 ∈ R − , we write
The following is the Caccioppoli type inequality to the heat equation on graphs, see e.g. [LZ17, (3.12)] and [CM19, (1.2)] for the continuous setting.
Theorem 2.2. There is a universal constant C such that for any ancient solution u t = ∆u and R ≥ 1,
Proof. We follow the proof strategy in the continuous setting, see e.g. [CM19] . Some modifications for the discrete setting are needed. For any R > 0, we denote by
the cut-off function on B 2R . It is easy to see that η is supported in B 2R , and takes constantvalue 1 on B R . Moreover, |∇ xy η| ≤ 2 R , for any x ∼ y. We first estimate QR Γ(u). Multiplying 4η 2 u on both sides of the heat equation u t = ∆u, and summing over the space V, we have
w xy u(y, t)∇ xy u∇ xy η(2η(x) + ∇ xy η)
w xy η(x)u(y, t)∇ xy u∇ xy η − x,y w xy u(y, t)∇ xy u|∇ xy η| 2 .
where we used the Green's formula (2) in the second line. For the last term on the right hand side of the above inequality, by swapping x and y, the symmetry yields that −
where we used 2ab ≤ 1 2 a 2 + 2b 2 . For R ≥ 1, integrating this in time from −R 2 to 0, and using the properties of η, we get
By the mean value property, there is
By using (4) for R = R 1 and the above equation, we get
Note that the term BR u 2 t=0
on the left hand side of the inequality is not needed in the continuous setting, see [CM19, (1.5)]. We keep this term for the following estimates.
Next we estimate QR u 2 t . By differentiating in time, and by Green's formula (2), we get
w xy u t (y, t)∇ xy u∇ xy η(2η(y) − ∇ xy η)
w xy u t (y, t)η(y)∇ xy u∇ xy η + For R ≥ 1, integrating this in time from −R 2 to 0, and using the properties of η, we have 
For the term III in the above inequality,
w xy |∇ xy u|
where we used (5) in the last inequality.
For the term IV, it is an additional term appearing in the discrete setting. We estimate it as follows, IV = 1 4 x,y w xy |∇ xy u| 2 |∇ xy η|
where the term B3R u 2 t=0
is bounded by using (5). Hence by (6),
By the mean value property, there is R 2 ∈ [R, 2R] such that
Applying (7) for R = R 2 , we get
where we have used (7) and (5). The theorem follows from (5) and (9).
This yields the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. Let u ∈ P k (G). If there are constants α, C > 0 such that
Proof. We follow the argument in [CM19] 2 . For the sake of completeness, we include the proof here.
Since ∂ t − ∆ commutes with ∂ t ,
So that for 4m > 2k + α + 2, by passing to the limit R → +∞, we get ∂ m t u ≡ 0. This proves the corollary.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
In this section, we prove the main theorem, Theorem 1.2. The proof follows verbatim from [CM19] . We include it here for the sake of completeness. Choose m ∈ N such that 4m > 4k + α + 2. For any u ∈ P 2k (G), by Corollary 2.1,
This yields that u is a polynomial in time, which is crucial for the following arguments. This was obtained by [LZ17, Theorem 1.2] for manifolds satisfying the volume doubling property and the mean value inequality for heat equations. It was observed by [CM19] that the polynomial volume growth condition is in fact sufficient. Furthermore, by the growth condition of u ∈ P 2k (G), considering large t and fixed x, we have
where l := ⌊k⌋, the greatest integer less than or equal to k.
We claim that the function p i (x), 0 ≤ i ≤ l, grows polynomially with the growth degree less than or equal to 2k. Fix distinct values −1 < t 1 < t 2 < · · · < t l < t l+1 = 0, by the computation of the Vandermonde determinant, one can show that
. Let e i be the standard unit vector in R n+1 . Then there are b Using this fact and (10), we get
Since u(x, t j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1, grows polynomially with the growth degree less than or equal to 2k, so does p i . This proves the claim.
Since u t = ∆u, by (10),
Hence we get a linear map
To estimate dim K 0 , we note that for any u ∈ K 0 ,
Hence we have a linear map
Repeating this l + 1 times, we prove that
This proves the theorem. Acknowledgements. We thank Qi S. Zhang for many discussions and comments on dimension estimates of ancient solutions of polynomial growth. The author is supported by NSFC, no.11831004 and no. 11826031. 4. Appendix: Caloric polynomials on Z n Let (Z n , S) be the Cayley graph of the free abelian group Z n with a finite symmetric generating set S, i.e. S = S −1 , where each edge has unit weight. We write P n k = P k (Z n , S). Let Z + := N ∪ {0}. For any k ∈ Z + , we denote by P k the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k in R n . For any polynomial u on R n × R, we can write it as
where p i are polynomials in x ∈ R n . The parabolic degree of u is defined as
For any k ∈ Z + , we denote byP k the space of polynomials in (x, t) ∈ R n × R of parabolic degree at most k. By the induction argument and the Liouville theorem, following [HJLJ13] , one can prove that for any k > 0, P n k ⊂P ⌊k⌋ .
This means that for any u ∈ P n k , which is defined on Z n × R − , one can extend it to be a polynomial in R n × R. By this result, to estimate the dimension of P n k it suffices to consider k ∈ Z + and caloric polynomials, i.e. polynomials in (x, t) satisfying the discrete heat eqaution.
In the following, we calculate the dimension of caloric polynomials on (Z n , S).
Corollary 4.1. There are positive constants C 1 , C 2 such that
Noting that by Theorem 1.2 and [HJLJ13, Theorem 4], we have
Hence, the corollary indicates that the estimate in Theorem 1.2 is sharp for (Z n , S) in the order of k.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. For any k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, the map
is surjective.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any monomial g inP k−2 , say
there is u ∈P k such that (∆ − ∂ t )u = g.
We set u(x, t) = We set p b+1 = 1. The following fact is useful, see [HJLJ13, Corollary 2]: For any k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, the map ∆ :
is surjective. Hence there exists p b ∈ P k−2b such that (12) holds. Using the above fact, we solve the above equations recursively, and obtain p i ∈ P k−2i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ b. This yields the desired polynomial u solving (11), and proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 4.1,
For any k ∈ Z + , we denote by S k the dimension of the space of polynomials of degree k in R n , and byŜ k the dimension of the space of polynomials in (x, t) ∈ R n × R of parabolic degree k. Then
For any polynomial u in R n × R of parabolic degree i, one can write it as u(x, t) = This yields that
The theorem follows.
